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Materials and Methods
1. Measurement and Interface
3D position and orientation data are captured with an infrared-based Vicon motion
capture system (Vicon, Oxford, UK), consisting of eight Model-T40 cameras arranged to
provide a tracking volume of 0.6x0.6x0.6 m. The system is capable of motion resolution
of less than one millimeter and operates at 500 Hz. Four 1.5 mm-diameter retroreflective
tracking markers (with their plastic cores removed for weight reduction) are adhered to
the robotic fly to allow its rigid body dynamics to be tracked by the cameras. Image data
is processed using the proprietary Vicon Tracker software to estimate position and
orientation of the robot. This estimate is transmitted over serial RS-232 to a second
computer performing control calculations.
The control computer is an xPC Target system (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), a
software environment that runs MATLAB Simulink-designed controllers in hard realtime on a desktop microprocessor. The controller runs at 10 kHz for both input
measurements and output control signals. An automatic switch-off routine is activated
whenever the robotic fly moves out of the control volume or its body attitude exceeds
70°. The output control signals are converted from digital signals to analog signals with a
range of 0V–3V. These analog signals are passed through a high voltage amplifier (Trek
PZD350) with a 100X amplification factor, increasing the voltage range to 0V–300V,
which is necessary to drive the piezoelectric bimorph flight muscles (31). A power tether
then carries these input signals to the robotic fly. The power tether is a 0.6 meter long
bundle of four 51-gauge, enamel-clad copper wires carrying a ground signal, a 300V
voltage rail, and two drive signals.
The piezoelectric bimorphs are driven using the parallel, single-source drive technique as
detailed in (22). The actuators are strain-limited by brittle fracture of the piezoelectric
ceramic plates, and for the actuator geometry used in this work, we have empirically
found the upper limit of the plates to be approximately 300V. The piezoelectric ceramic
material in the flight muscles (PZT-5H from PiezoSystems) can sustain a maximum
strain between 0.1% to 0.2%, depending on manufacturing process control. The typical
strains that the material experiences during operation typically do not exceed
approximately 0.08%.
1.1. Latency of the experimental setup
We attempt to estimate the latency of the experimental system, including the processing
time of the motion capture system, communication latency between computing units, and
any other effects, using a single, unloaded piezoelectric bimorph actuator. A
retroreflective marker is attached to the tip for tracking deflection while it is driven with
different sinusoid signals. The time difference between the command signal and the
resultant motion estimated by the motion capture apparatus, after accounting for the time
lag induced by the mechanical dynamics of the actuator, is estimated to be 8
milliseconds.
A model of the robot’s actuator-transmission-wing system suggests that it can be
approximated as a second order system (28). Near its resonant frequency, it is expected
that the flapping motion would be no more than 180° out of phase with the driving
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signals. This equates to a 4 milliseconds delay for the flapping frequency of 120 Hz. Thus
in total, the latency of the experimental setup is approximately 12 milliseconds.
1.2. Power consumption estimates
Concerning onboard power, we measured power consumption of the robot to be 19 mW,
suggesting that with an electrical conversion efficiency of 70% (31) and an assumed
battery energy density of 0.5 kJ/g, a battery equal to the mass of the current robot would
power flight for a few minutes. However, this is for idealized conditions and neglects the
power consumption from other onboard components.
2. Commanded torques to wing trajectories
Previous work has shown that a quasi-steady blade-element aerodynamic model applied
to a wing on a passive rotation flexure hinge, as used in our robot design, can accurately
predict aerodynamic forces and moments generated by the wing (23). We use this
simulation with our robot’s wing parameters to estimate the stroke-averaged forces and
torques as a function of the wing trajectory.
To generate the split-cycle signals that induce yaw torque (30) as illustrated in Figure 1,
E and F, we add a second harmonic (at double the flapping frequency) to the nominally
sinusoidal drive signal, creating an asymmetric stroke cycle (Fig. S1). We also scale the
components appropriately to ensure that the wing stroke amplitude remains unchanged.
The aerodynamic model used above predicts negligible coupling between the torques, but
they are coupled to the flapping amplitude and thus the propulsive force magnitude. For
control purposes, we use the aerodynamic model to derive a simplified numerical
linearization for the thrust force and the torques as a function of wing kinematics, as
follows:

where Ft represents the propulsive thrust force,

is the mean flapping amplitude, τ i ’s

are body torques along roll, pitch, and yaw axes, θ r is the differential stroke amplitude
between the two wings, θ p is the shift in mean stroke angle, η is the relative proportion
of the second-harmonic signal (used to generate yaw torques), and α i ’s and β i ’s are
numerical constants arisen from the linearization.
Finally, the desired wing trajectories are mapped to input signals that drive the
piezoelectric flight muscles using a second-order linear model as an approximation of the
flight muscle-thorax-wing system (28).
3. Controller design
The body dynamics of the robotic fly are fast — based on the measured torque
generation, the robot should be able to perform a 90° turns in less than 30 milliseconds
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(20). To stabilize such dynamics, the controller must be considerably faster. We use a 10
kHz controller operating frequency — on the order of 100 times faster than the nominal
120 Hz flapping frequency to obtain sufficiently smooth signals that avoid exciting a 1
kHz resonant mode in the actuators.
Complicating the control problem, we observe considerable, unpredictable variations
from robot to robot due to small manufacturing differences that are difficult to
characterize. To date, we have not found a commercially-available sensor with a suitable
range (≈ 1−10 µNm), resolution (≈ 10 nNm), and possessing multiple, simultaneous
measurement axes. A custom, dual-axis force-torque sensor capable of measuring a
single axis of torque and a single force perpendicular to the torque axis of suitable range
was demonstrated and used to measure thrust force magnitudes from the robot (20).
Because there is no closed-form solution to the Navier-Strokes equations for flappingwing flight, we must use approximations of the various features of the aeromechanical
system to create a simple plant model. The rigid body dynamics in three-dimensional
space are also markedly nonlinear. The combination of these uncertainties and the rapid
dynamics of the system presents a challenging control problem.
The approach we are using here initially is to focus on achieving stable hovering
behavior, dividing the controller into three modules: attitude, lateral position, and altitude
controllers as described below. The overall architecture of the flight controller is
schematically shown in Figure S2.
3.1. Attitude Controller
For the purposes of hovering, it is not necessary for the robotic fly to maintain a specific
yaw angle heading because the robot can roll or pitch to move laterally in any direction.
However, our attitude controller applies a damping effect to counteract rotation because
otherwise, the slight fabrication asymmetries between the two wings results in rapid
spinning behavior that destabilizes the robot.
A few assumptions regarding the dynamics of the robot are made to simplify the attitude
controller design. First, the robot is treated as a rigid body, neglecting the inertial effects
of the mass of the wings. Second, because we want stationary hovering, we assume the
wind strength and translational and rotational velocities are near zero, so that we can
neglect aerodynamic forces and torques arising from translational and rotational motions
of the robot.
Accordingly, we can model the control problem as applying forces and torques to
stabilize a simple rigid body under the influence of gravity alone. The attitude controller
stabilizes the body in 3-D space using an energy-based Lyapunov function, motivated by
(32). The function takes the form:
1
V0 = k p (1 − cos φ ) + ω T Iω ,
2

where k p is a positive scalar, I is the rigid body inertia matrix in the body coordinate
frame, ω is the angular velocity, and φ is defined as the angle between the current body
axis orientation ( ẑ ) and the desired body axis orientation ( ẑ d ) such that
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zˆ ⋅ zˆ d = cos φ .
The proposed Lyapunov function is a positive definite function and is zero only when the
robot is oriented in the desired orientation with zero angular velocity. Assuming ẑ d is
constant or slowly varying, the time derivative of the function is given by
  R12

V0 = k p ω  − R11
 0

T

R22
− R21
0

R32   zˆ d 1  

− R31   zˆ d 2   + ω T τ ,
0   zˆ d 3  

where Rij represents an element in the rotation matrix describing the current orientation
of the robot, ẑ di is the i th element of the vector ẑ d , and τ is the command torque vector
to be generated by the robot. It follows that, for a positive constant k v , the following
control law
  R12

τ = −k p  − R11
 0


R22
− R21
0

R32   zˆ d 1  

− R31   zˆ d 2   − k v ω
0   zˆ d 3  

yields
V0 = −k v ω T ω ≤ 0.

According to the invariant set theorem, the system is globally asymptotically stable with
zero attitude error and zero angular velocity under the assumptions given above.
In practice, however, angular velocity feedback is not directly available from the motion
capture system. To ensure that the stability condition is retained, the Lyapunov function
is modified with an additional term:
1
1
V = k p (1 − cos φ ) + ω T Iω + k v χ T χ ,
2
2

where the dynamics of χ is described by

χ=

s
e.
s+λ

Here s is a Laplace variable, λ is a positive constant, and e is a 3× 1 vector containing
Euler angles representing the orientation of the robot. There exists a matrix E (e) that
maps e to the angular velocity as
e = E (e)ω.

By using the control law
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  R12

τ = −k p  − R11
 0


R22
− R21
0

R32   zˆ d 1  

− R31   zˆ d 2   − k v E T (e) χ ,
0   zˆ d 3  

the time derivative of the Lyapunov function is given by

V0 = − k v χ T χ − k v ω T E T χ + k v χ T e
= −λk v χ T χ ≤ 0.
Subsequently, the global asymptotic stability is achieved without directly using the
angular velocity feedback. The resultant control law has a structure similar to a PD
controller — the first term corresponds to a proportional error and the second term can be
regarded as a derivative error. The values of k p , k v , and λ are experimentally tuned.
3.2. Lateral Controller
To navigate the robotic fly toward setpoint lateral positions, the lateral controller
determines a desired body attitude of the robot ( ẑ d ). By commanding tilt angles, the
lateral controller controls lateral thrust forces. This desired attitude orientation is inputted
to the attitude controller, which acts to regulate attitude to this new orientation. The
magnitude of the lateral force is a function of the deviation angle between the
instantaneous body axis and the vertical axis. This controller module is a proportionalderivative controller of the form:

 X − X d 
 zˆ d 1 
X − X d 
 zˆ  = −k pl  Y − Y  − k vl    ,
d 
 d2 

 Y − Yd 
where X , X d , Y , Yd are positions and desired positions, and k pl and kvl are controller
gains. zˆ d 3 is calculated such that the magnitude of the vector
is unity. Additionally, a
saturation scheme is implemented to ensure that the setpoint attitude does not deviate by
more than 30  from the upright orientation.
3.3. Altitude Controller
The altitude controller determines the amount of propulsive force required to reach an
altitude setpoint. It is a proportional-derivative controller, with a feedforward term to
account for the gravity, and assumes a one-dimensional, upright oriented system.
Because we do not attempt rapid flight maneuvers requiring extreme body attitude
angles, the altitude controller is designed to ignore the attitude of the robotic fly. It
assumes the system is always upright, adjusting propulsive force magnitude to modulate
vertical lift force and consequently vertical position. The approximation, which amounts
to a linearization about an operating point at hover, holds because, in practice, the robotic
fly rarely tilts more than 30° to generate lateral forces for lateral position control. The
small deviation from vertical of the propulsive force vector only marginally disrupts the
vertical lift force component.
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Assuming a nearly upright orientation offers two beneficial consequences. First, it avoids
commanding an increase in thrust when the robotic fly tilts from the upright orientation,
leaving more voltage adjustment range to the more critical attitude controller (voltage
range is limited by the voltage rail at 300V). Second, it reduces the amount of lateral drift
that would arise if the robot increases thrust to compensate for off-axis tilting away from
the upright orientation.
3.4. Compensation for torque biases from manufacturing variations
Open-loop experiments are performed prior to the closed-loop flights in order to identify
input signals that minimize bias torques and approximate an operating state where there
is zero body torque. These bias torques are the result of inevitable asymmetries due to
manufacturing variations. The asymmetries offset the net propulsive thrust vector from
the robot’s center of mass, causing undesired residual torques about the body. This openloop “trimming” procedure provides a rough estimate of the zero-body-torque state and is
sufficient information to achieve short, marginally stable hovering flights. However, we
find that the robotic fly steadily drifts laterally out of the control volume due to
estimation inaccuracy. To achieve stable, stationary hovering, we compensate for the
error by adding an integral term in the attitude controller to achieve zero-body-torque
operation at steady-state. A secondary issue is that the zero-body-torque state does not
necessarily coincide with the propulsive force vector of the robot oriented vertically,
contributing additional lateral drift. We implement an algorithm in the lateral controller
to evaluate the direction of the misaligned propulsive thrust vector and redefine the zerobody-torque state to remove the misalignment. This is carried out by considering a
simplified model of the lateral dynamics of the robot, assuming steady hover (i.e. when
lift thrust balances the gravitational force):

 X   X 
R 
r 
mg  13  + mg  X  = m   + b  ,


 rY 
 R23 
Y  Y 
where g is the gravitational constant, b is an aerodynamic drag coefficient, R13 and

R23 are elements of a rotation matrix, and rX and rY represent the misalignment of the
body axes along the inertial coordinate frames. Here rX and rY are determined using
filtered derivatives on X and Y and projected back onto the robot’s body frame. They
are continuously estimated using a low-pass filter. A revised rotational matrix
corresponding to the observed dynamics is then obtained. This is found to be sufficient to
achieve the degree of lateral stability shown in Figure 2.
3.5. Effect of the tether wires
While difficult to quantify, we believe the tether wires have an insignificant, or at worse
small, destabilizing effect on the dynamics of the robot for the following reasons. While
hovering at an altitude of 10 cm, the robotic fly lifts off the ground approximately 10 cm
of tether weighing less than 5 mg. This is less than 10% of the robot’s body mass and
easily compensated for by the altitude controller. Based on observations from the videos,
the wires have a small amount of stiffness and thus extend laterally a small distance
before hanging downward. This distance is typically within 3 cm of the body of the fly.
In this configuration, it is anticipated that the torque contribution due to the mass of the
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wire is on the order of 0.15 µNm, considerably smaller than the magnitude of
commanded torques as shown in Figure 4. Additionally, due to the widely varying
conformation of the wires as the fly performs lateral motions of more than 20 cm while
only 10 cm off the ground, as can be seen in Videos S1 and S2, it is unlikely that the
tether wires provided any consistent stabilizing effects. We treat the effect of the tether
as a disturbance that is compensated for in the open-loop trimming experiments described
in Section 3.4 and by the controller described in Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
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Fig. S1.
Plots illustrating the difference between a nominally sinusoidal input signal and the splitcycle input signals used to generate yaw torques. The relationship between the left and
right wings’ signals is illustrated. Split-cycle drive biases the peaks of the nominally
sinusoidal signal by adding a second harmonic to the sinusoid. Here the dotted lines
describe the nominal sinusoid and the solid line describes the split-cycle signal.
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Fig. S2
Block diagram illustrating the control architecture. The controller contains three modules
to control attitude, lateral position, and altitude. The calculated control forces and torques
are converted first to wing trajectories and then to input signals for the robotic fly. The
body dynamics of the robot are measured using a 3D motion tracking system.
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Wing properties
Wing length

15

mm

Mean chord length

3.46

mm

Area

52

mm2

Inertia (flapping axis)

45.3

mg·mm2

Mass

1

mg

Total robot mass

80

mg

Total flight muscle mass
(2x muscles)

50

mg

Robot properties

Total tracking marker mass
5
(4x markers)

mg

Wire tether mass
(per 10 cm length)

5

mg

Roll axis inertia

1.42

g·mm2

Pitch axis inertia

1.34

g·mm2

Yaw axis inertia

0.45

g·mm2

Reynolds number

<1200

Flapping frequency

120

Hz

Flapping amplitude

110

degrees

Power consumption
(during hover)

19

mW

Height

14

mm

Body width

3.5

mm

Wing span

35

mm

Robot geometry

Table S1.
Table of various physical parameters of the robotic fly.
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Video S1
Video of the robotic fly performing a stationary hovering flight for 10 seconds at an
altitude of 10 cm. The first segment is filmed at real-time speed. The second segment
shows the same flight played back at 0.12X real-time speed, from high-speed footage
filmed at 500 frames per second. A US quarter dollar is shown for scale.
Video S2
Video of the robotic fly performing lateral maneuvers. The setpoint position is switched
between two points that are 20 cm apart and 10 cm in altitude. Two cycles are performed
with a total flight time of 17 seconds. The first segment is filmed at real-time speed. The
second segment shows the same flight played back at 0.18X real-time speed, from highspeed footage filmed at 500 frames per second. A US quarter dollar is shown for scale.
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